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OTTOMAN INŞA AND THE ART OF LETTER-WRITING · 
INFLUENCES UPON THE CAREER OF THE .NİŞANCI 

AND PROSE STYLIST OKÇUZADE (d. 1630) 

Okristine Woodkead 

Numerous skilful poets_ capable of origin~_lity in 
rare and ·beautiful expressions may always be found 
in every country, if not in every major city. 
But true prose stylists, those with natural talent, 
appear ·perha:ps once in every generation. Hence 
there is a dearth of eloquent _writers: 

Okçuzade Mehnl~d Şah Beg, 1620s' 

The use of _rhetoricai prose · for the enunciation of a great 
theme is· a fea:ture of all major cultural traditions, serving such 
va.ried ends as the civic pride of ancient qreece, the rivalries of 
medieval Italian city-states, the humanism of Erasmus, m ~he 

patriotism of . Churchill. In the Islamic tradition, demonstrative 
rhetoric, in Arabic, Persian or Turkish, played -a significant part 
in creating tbİough the written .word th.ose images most appropriate 
to sovereignty. For the status-coiı.scious Ottoman ruler, promotion 
of ilmü'l-in§a- the science of . epistolo~aphy and, by extension, 
of elegant prose coıriposition - was .a necessary adjunct to poli
tical power, symbolizing attainment of the hi·gh level of intellectual 
and aesthetic refinement expected in a successful empire. In this 
sense, the theory and practice of Ottoma:n in§a was qeveloped not 
merely as a requisite vehicle for portraying the power and magni
ficence of ıthe state per se : it was designed also as a conscious 
expression of Islamic cultural synthesis; and by implication of 
M-qslim ·political leadership unde:ı: the Ottom-an banner. wıiilst both 

1 Milnşe'öt-ii 'l-~a, Istanbul University Llbrary TY 3105, 5b. 

. ._.;.. --- . - -
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historiography and epistolog-.caphy were equally important vehicles 
for its use, the term inşa in an Ottoman context was often taken 
as synonymous with the latter, and will be so used, for the most 
part, in this essay. 

• o • • 

An ,amalgam of lexical and syntactica:ı elements f!o~ the 
Arabic, Persiaiı and Turkish languages, embellished with a daunting 
range of alllısions and word-play, arid with the distinctive caden
ces of rhymed plırasing, Ottoman inşa was neither ·an easy nor a 
spontaneous style of composition, and could not be learnt without 
effort. From this stems the main reason for its close identification 
with epistolography : that its study was systematically pursued as 
part of the profeşsional training of a chancery scribe, for whose 
use variou,s_ in§a · haİıdbooJrs \~e~e produ,ced. Tlie 'aşpiring mün§i 
had access to manu;ı.ls of style which adapted and expounded the 
principles of Arabic and Persian .epistologra:phy for · Ottoman use, 
and to complementary mün§eat collections of exemplary composi
tions2. Together, these t\vo types ·of in§a haıidbook '(with or without 
·the admonitions of. a teacher) provided the basic epistolary training 
of a divan scribe, esta:blishing the fundam~ntal principles of pro
tocol; format ·and expressian appropriate to the theme and to 
recipiı~nt. _· · ·· · · · .-. 

For ;m~~h of the 16th - ~entury, the· Ottoman in§a tradition was 
dominated'by the imperial letters aridother compilations of leading 
ch~c~ry offic_ials. ~acizade · Cafeı:· Çel~bi (d. 921/1515) , nişa'f!-cı 
in the · reigns of Bayezid II and Se~ I, was of ea,rly Ottoİnan 
s'fYTists the one most·· revered by both contemporaries and later 
ge'nerations. His ndmes and feth/nanies' served for ·at least a cen
tury as ·· the critic~l stand~d against which _scribal successor~ 
wo~d be · judgedl. The profe·ssionaı reputati~n of s~ch. aş . Çater .. . . . .. . . . . . . . . . 

.. ·· . 2 ' Cf. Meniihicii 'l~inŞ'ii : the ~cirliest Otto1~an clıancery manuaı, by Yahya 
bin' 'Mehmed: el-Katib frO?n the 15th centur-y, ed: Şinasi Tekin, 'Ro~burg, Mass., 
1971. . . 
.. ·. For:-- a · gene.ral d!scusslon of . in§a eplstolography, see J. :Ma tuz, 'Über d!e 
Epistolographle. und İnsa~Literatur der .Osmanen~ ~ Deutsclıer Orienta~fstentag 
19B8 . (ZDMG. Supplement, Wlesbaden 1970), 574-94. · · 
.. · '3 tSrnail E~ 'ıiırüıisaı, The .-life and ıvorks of Tacı-zade Ca'fer Çelebi; ıvith 

a crit-ical edition ot his divan (Istanbul 1983), esp. lxvii-lxlx, for assessment 
as a prose styliSt. · ' · · .. · .. ·. · · · 
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Çelebi and Süleyman's long-serving nişancı Celalzade (d. 975/1567), 
together with the monumental compilation of imperial letters, 
Münşe'iitü Js-selii!inJ of the reiSülküttab (later also nişancı) Feri
dun Beg (d. 991/1583) , serve to indi ca te the predominance of 
chancery, or public, inşa during this period. 

However, the standards and conventions followed in the divan4 
hümayun found from an early date a gradation ~f echoes in 
the less formal epistolography of educated men~. By c. 1630, writers 
in this second, largely non-chancery, sphere had become recognized 
as the major stylists both in epistolography proper and in other 
genres of rhetorical pr~se ·composition. Their reputations super
seded and long outlasted those of cop.temporary professional 
scribes0• Nergisi (d. 1044/1635) 0, Veysi (d. 1037/lE)28)7, and tiıeir 
correspondents were not chancery officia]s, bu·t members of the 
ulema; their münşeat collections contain not imperial names and 
beratsJ but mostly private letters exchanged within their own 
rather restricted circle. Expressing sentiments similar to those in 
Mesi'hi's Gül-i şad-berg - separation from friends, career frustration, 
injustice, complaint, hope, recommendation, compliments and 
congratulations- the collected letters of the 'private' mürışi focus 
the skills of refine_d expressian on pıore perso~al matters. The of
ficial exemplars of ~ early 16th-cent~ry nişancı utilized style for 
the furtherance of a great public theme - a military victory, or the 
splendour of the sultanate; their significance arises from the im
portance attached in that -period to political and institutional de-

4 As shown in Professor Menage's essay on Mesihi's Giil-i §rul-berg else
wliere in this volwne, and in his 'An Ottoman iinanual of provincial correspon
dence', WZKM 68 (1976), 31-45. 

· 5 Seventeentıh-century compilations, .though (or because of the fact that 
they are?) numerous, do not have the significance of earlier collectıons. The 
rei..siilkii.ttab Sarı 'Abdullah's Dii..stfirıt 'l-in§ii (mid 17·th century) is perhaps the 
best known of the later collections. 

6 Nergis [Nel'giSizade] Mehmed (mahlas Nergisi), d. 1044/1635. For 
his biography see ömer Faruk Akim, 'Nergisi'i lA. ix, 194-97; and for an edi
tion of his mürt§eat, see John R. Walsh, "The Esalibü '1-mekattb (Münşe'iit) of 
Mel)med NergisT Efendi', .t1rchi'l>ı~m Ottomanicum I (1969), 213-302. 

7 Uveys ibn Mehmed (mahlas Veysi), 'd. 1037/1628; Nevizade Ata'i, 
ZeyZ-i Şel$ii'ifs.-i Nu'miinJye (Istanbul 1268/1852), II, 713-16; Katib Çelebi, Fez
leke (Istanbul 1267/1851), II, 99. 
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velopmeiıt. In contrast, ·the· pre-eminent. epistolograp'hers of. the 
ı 7th ·century.- no matter how .. practical or political might be their 
plirpose in con-esponding with a particular person.- were those who 
wrote oiı topics generally more inward-looking; contemporar.y 
acknowledgement of this mo.re leisured,. philosophic style reflects 
the canfidence and the con:ıpetence of the ı.nature empire8

• 

The ·reputations of such ı:rien as N ergisi and Veysi by no means 
rest entirely upon their munşeat· collectioiıs- as neither did those 
of.Cafe~ Çelebf or ·eeıalzade · upon theirs9

_. However, ·the changing 
n·ature. of recognized i1ıŞa m:odels o and the differinıg status of ı6th 
and" ı 7th 'century mwn:ş-ijjan·'are of considerable significance in the 
stUdy ·of Ottoma.D. literacy history: · Many writers strove for · re~ 
cognitlon in · ·boih ·public ·and ·private :spheres of inşa composition. 
Notably ·suc·c_essfuliri this · ~ and a clea:r link between ı6th and ı7th 
century traditions ~- w as Okçuzade Mehnied ·şah Beg (d. ı039 ;ı630) 10• 

rn ·the ·course o{ a chancery career s·panning~ 44 years· (ı5SO-ı624); 

. · . ·s. ·There eXisted iri all · periods··a· large intermediate category of 'business' 
correspon:dence· between lesser. officials. ar from these to the· governmen•t. Many 
m.~cmuas :<eg . . thş.t- of- Mesihi) çontain exa~ples of. both 'private' and 'lesser 
official' correspondenc~. ".This does,. not, however, invalidate t~e essep.tia.l .com-
parisoiı 'made here . bef~een :the two exemplary forımi of in§"a.· . . .. . . 

9 Eg. Ner~isl;s lu111nse publLslied .Bulak 1255/183e, and Ist~nbul 1285/1868, 
for which" see Akun, ··Nergisi'; and." Veysi's Hab?ıame, published Bıilak· 12S2/ 
1836-37, Isti:inbul, 12S3/1-847. . 

· · 10 The ·most detailed ·and- reUa.ble account of Okçuzade's· career ' is· given 
by Ata'i, ıeyl, IT, 730-31, from whioh all details given below are ta·ken, unless 
otherwise ind.\cated. Subsequeı:ı.t accoup.ts .appear to .. derive directly. or indirectıy 
from A.ta'i, jn_cluding : Ka.ti_b, Çelel;>i, Fezle~ IT, 127-28; Ahmed Resmi, ij.al"ifetü 
'r-rü'esii [Sefinetii •r-rii'esa] (Istanbul 1~69/1853·), 23-25; Mehmed Süreyya, 
Sicill-i 'Qşmani (Istatı.bul 1308/1890),· IV, ·:J.li-3; Bursalı, Mehn).ed Tahir, 'O,rmiinlı 

M#'ellifleri (IstanbUl 1333/191!)), II, 78-7~. . . 
. · Early ac(.!punts of Okçuzade -as poet unde:r the mahlas Şahi are gi:ven· by 

Kınalizade, Tezkiretii 'ş-şu'aril (c. 1586, publ. -i\.Ilkar.a 1978.)_, I, 514-15.; and as 
poet and mü~i .in Riyıı,zi's .. tezk,i.re., R·iyıztu :ş-şu' artı, . Topkapı Sarayı · H. :1276 
(c. 1018/1609), 53a-53b. . ··.. . . . . .. · 

. F.or: Okçuzade);l· own a~count,. see his · Müıışe'iitii 'l-in§ii, introductory folios 
1b-8b (compiled c. 1038/1629) .. .Other-. cppies of this mü~eat usually :·include· 
just over half. the number. Qf let:ters. in the 1629 colleption; eg. British Library, 
Or. :Mş.' ı:J-39, lb-79a .(C .. -Rieu, Catalogue of . the Turlcis.lı manuscripts :in- the 
British Museum, London 1888, 97). 
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Okçuzade several times attained the office of nişancıı and was con
sidered by Ata'i second only to Cafer. Çelebi for his skill as an of
ficial münşi. However, in his Münşeıiitü ız-inşa) ·Collected Letters, 
(compiled c. 1()38/1629) · Okç~ade's professional duties are repre
sented' by' . at most :1,2 o~ficial documents (mostly letters to Şah 
Abbas) aİnong avariety of private corresp6n,dence (c. ŞO letters). 
This upeven balance ri:ı.ay be accounted for partly by Okçuzade's 
lengthy peri9ds· out of office, when he had both the leisure to write 
and the rieed to ~emonstrate his ability, and partly 'by the natur~ o.f 
literary patronage and. :appreciation of the period, particularly that 
in t he circle which caın,'e to be dominated by t~e şeykülislam Yahya 
Efendi (d. 105S/ 1644) iı: A .münşeat mecmuası apparently compiled 
for· Yahya, and· feati.ıring the wo.rk of .Perhaps the six most p~omi~ 
nent stylists of the early 17th century, · places OkçÜ.Zade's inşa on 
a par with that of the kazaskers of Rumili, Azmizade12 and Gani
zade13,· the kadi of Bursa, Abdülkerim~~. and· the provincial kadisı 
Nergisi'and Veysf15 • It :is 'sfgnificant that all except Okçuzade were 
members of the ulemaı and that their letters are overwhelmingly 
of the non-chancery, pr-ivate variety. 

The outline·of OkÇ~ade's career givel}. ·belQw is usedas a focus 
for discussing certaill . inf1uences upon the de:velopment of the art 
~f let~er-w_riting among the Ottomans·: Whilst also containing 

ll Zekeriyazade Yahya (mahlas Yahya), d. 1053/1644: ş~yhülislam 1622-
23, l625-32, 1634-44. Cf. Katib Çelebi, Fezleke IT, 231-32; All U~r {ed.), 
The Ottimıan· 'ulenıii in the midd7t1~ centu;·y: an analysis of the Val$ii'i'ü'ı-tutalii 
of Mebmed. Şeyh1 Efendi (Berlin 1986); 70. Yahya's i.mportance as a literary 
patroh remains ıto ·.be assessed. 

12 Azmizade Mustafa (mahla$ Haleti). d. 1040/1631: Ata'i, Zeyl, n, 739-41; 
Katib Çelebi, Fezleke IT, 135. 

13 Ganizade · [Abdillganizade] Mehmed (mahlas Nadir!), d. 1036/1627: 
Ata'!, Zeyl, n, 702-04; ~tib Çelebi, Fezleke IT, 99. 

14 Akhisarlı Abdillkerim, .d. 1038/1629: Ata'i, Zeyl, n, 71Ş-19; Katib Çe
lebi,. Fezleke ll; 113. · 

15 Miinşe'iit mecmu/ası, Istanbul University Library TY 1526, undated but 
probably compiled Iate 1620s/1630~ during second ~ilıat of Yahya. Contents: 
Azmizade, from fol. 1; Okçuzaoe from fol. 68; Abdillkerlm, from fol. 158; Vey
si, from fol. 204; N ergisi, from fol. :264; Nadiri .[Ganizade], from fol: 313, to fol. 
327. F.qr the obher works of each writer represented In this collection, consult 
the sources given above. . · 
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reflections upon the office of nişancı~ this essay is offered primaril> 
as a contribution to the study of the literary history of the 16th/ 
early 17th century Ottoman state. 

Okçuzade was clearly - and perhaps with some justification -
disappointed in his career. There is no doubt that he began w.ell, 
with the advantages of birth, education and natural ability · all 
working in his favour. His father, Okçuzade Mehmed Paşa (d.c. 
995/1587) was a senior katib~ appointed rei.sülküttab in 989/1581, 
baş defterdar the :following year, and later beğlerbeğ·i of Cyprus 
and Aleppo10• The son, born in 970/1562-63, inclined fi'rst to · an 
ilmiye career, followed a full medrese education, and received his 
mülazemet in 988/May 1580 from the then şeyhillislam Malulzade17

• 

However, quickly finding that he 'co'll;ld not endl.ıre• the .teaching 
profession he had intended to follow, Okçuzade secured appoiiıtment 
in the central chancery serviceasa katib of the divan-i h~mayun18• 
His post was supported by the grant of ·a zeamet and the rank of 
müteferrika. 

Such a change of career at this juncture was not unusual in 
the Iate 16th century. Many medrese graduates impatient with the 
overcrowding of ilmiye ranks and the -consequ~nt delays before and 
between often insecure appointments sought the more stable option 
of a bureaucratic career19• Their medrese · ıearning gave them an 
initial advantage over recnıits of inferior education - as in Okçu
zade's case, where he was appointed directly · and without seribal 
experience, as a full katib rath~r than as an apprei:ıtice, and giv~n 

16 Resmi, HalTfetü '1·-rü/esü, 18-19; Süreyya, Sicill-i 'O,rmüni IV, 125-26; 
Tahir, 'Opnüıılı M•WelliJ1eri m, ;183. This is not the same ba.ş defterdar Mehmed 
.Paşa who wrote a şeca'atname under the mahla.s Asafi (as in F Babinger, . Die 
Geschichtesscrei.ber der Osmane1ı und. Ihre Werke, Leipzlg 1927, 117). 

17 At the same time as .the future şeyhiiiislam Zekeriyazade Yahya. 
whlch suggests a long, perhaps close, association between the two. . 

18 Başbakanlık Arşiv i, Istanbul, Kamil Kepeci tasnif!, 238, 125: appoint
ment <iated 6 Ramazan 988/15 October 1580. 

19 Cornell H Fleischer, Bureaucrat and intellectuaı in the Ottoman Em
pire: the histarian Mustafa Ali, 1541-1600 (Princeton 1986), discusses .16th 
century ·bureaucratic 'career ·paths'; see cha-p. 8, 'Bureaucracy and bureaucratic 
consciousness', esp. pp. 221-22. On Celalzade's career choice, see· R C Repp, The 
Muttı of Istanbııı (Oxford 1986), 61. 
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a relatively high · salaty and ·status. His father's po"sition would 
also have been influential in this appointment. Service in the central 
chancery in particular passessed a number of . attractions in this 
period. Firşt, the chancery was -in a state of continuing expansion, 
and cou~d always fi.nd room for well-educated, well-connected appli
cants. Second, i ı offered, . for the initial years at least, -continuous 
salaried employment, _ generally within Istanbul20• This gave the 
am.bitious seribe 'opportunity to cultivate influential patrons at the 
heart of government. A third, related, attraction was the prospect 
for seni_or officials of .promotion outside the chancery service into 
the military/administrative sphere- a goal which long motivated 
the historıa~ Mustafa ~ and no doubt many others Ôf similar 
ability and outlook. The ex~mple of Okçuzade's father was merely 
one instance of s~ch a_ move, and in these circumstances, it was 
unlikely to have been the teaching as _such, but rather the uncer
tainties of the learned care~r as compared with the opportunities 
of an administrative one which the son found unpalata:ble21• 

Noted already in the 1580s by the tezkere writer Kınalizade 
as a pöet and wordsmith of considerable promise, Okçuzade deter
mined to maintain active links not merely with literary, cultured 
society generally but with ilmiye learuing in particular, and yearned 
to be somethiiıg of a scholar. Among his works are an elegant literary 
version of kı1·k lıadis22, and the transUı.tion of a pious work by Ka
şifi2~. The nişamcı's role as 'mufti of kanıın'2•1, requiring an expert 

20 However, Httıe is yet known about" the ·UabWty of lndividual seribes for 
provlncıaı secondment - {eg.· on .campaign du,ty; as census recorder, in a 
goveı-.ııor's retinue); for some this may have been a major element ·in their 
em-ployınen t. ' 

. 21 Okçuzade:s own son, Okçuzade Ahmed {d. 1060/16~0) persevered in 
the teaching profess!on, bec9ming miiderris at the Süleyınaniye ; cf. Uğur, Ot
tom.an 'ıılemii, 122-23. 

22 .A{ıseııii. '1-{ıadiş, Istanbul 1,313/1895-96; cf. AbdUlkadiı· Karahan, İsla11ı
~'rk edeb[yatında Ktrk Had-is toplama, terciime ve şerhlet·i (Istanbul 1954), 
218-22. 

·23 Dated by chronogram, 1021/1612; unpublished manuscript in several 
copies, eg. Topkapı Sarayı Library, Revan 97. 

2-! Cf. Fleischer, Btweaucı-at anel intellectııal, 98-94. 
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knpwledge of kanun legislation, was one which particularly a:ppealed 
to him in later years25• 

Okçuzad~'s regular promotioıi tliro_U:gh the upper cha:O:cery 
ranks came quickly in the 1590s - in 1004/ April 1596 as tezkereci 
to the . newıy· appointed gra,nd Ve?ir Ihrahim PaŞa, rising after six 
monti:ıs to be. reisülküttab1 and in 1006/late 1597 as defter ~ini
culminating in his first ı;ı.ppointment as n{şanc·ı in 1007 /May 1599. 
Having held that post for over two years (with one short break of 
about a month) suııuri.ary dismissal came in 1010/ Atrgust. 16012G. 
Okçuzade's coııun,ents on his dismissal, written with hindsfght -in 
the l~te ·1620s, make it plain· tliat he considered ltiı:İ:ıself a victim 
of factional iİıjustice, of the combined İnalice of a ruthless, p•hilistine 
grand vezir . (Ibrahim Paş'a•s .. successor, Yemişçi Hasan PaŞa; 
a:ppointed July i60127) . and a '-corrupt and -callous' riıüfti (Hoca 
Sadeddinzade Mehmed, appointed şeykülislam for the first . time 
in early August 160128). A'{) grand veziİs canie and went . with some 
despatch, it . was no great misfortune to be oıi . the wro~g si de of 
a man so anti-ulema a:s Hasan Paşa· seems to have been: Of much 
greater -significance, . in retrospect, was Okçuzade's . relationship 
with the new şeyhülislamı which he presents as totally antagonistic. 
The frustrations and di'{3illusionment e:ıqıressed · in the apologia of 
his olcl age culminated in a vehement diatribe on the iniquities of 
the· 'Hasan · Canzadeler' - Hoca Sadeddin and his sons Mehmed ·and 
Esad - who had 'for .50 year.s .been destroying the Ottoman s ta te; diver
ting it ever further from the true path, and instigating _endless in
trigue and injustice to servetheir ovvn ends'29

• The reader is led to the 
conclusion that . the disappointments of Okçuzade's later career were 
due primarily to the emnity of this powerful family. 

25 Münşe'öt·ii 'l-inşii, 4p, concerning his nişancılık 1622-23; several manu
script copies· exist o{ a kanumıa~ıe ba~~·d :on ·that ~-~mpil~d . by Okguzaqe 
foi· şeyhiilislatn Yahya (eg. Istanbul, Milİet Library; AE. Trh. 96, and 100). . 

26 The ·da tes given in İ. H. Danişmend, İzahz.ı Osma1ilı· Tari1ı"i Kronolojisi 
(Istanbul . 1971), V, 'Nişancılar', 327~28, are suspect in" the . İight of Ata'i's 
information. · 

27 Danişmend, KrO'Iıoloji V, 27. 
28 Hoca Sadeddinzade Mehmed (d. 1024/1615) ; cf. Katib Çelebi, Fezlelce 

I, 372. 
29 Miinşe'iitil 'l-inşii, 5a. 
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·After three .yea,rs spent w,ithout significant employment-, Okçu
zade was next- sent to Egypt as ·defterdar ·in 1013/Janua:ry 1605- a 
step which·was neither unusual nor demeaning for a former nişancı, 
and one· w hi ch· could .have led to permanent. promotion outside the: 
central chancery. Okçuzade's account is re.ticent ~bout his · time in 
Egypt, stressing merely that it was dominated ·by incr.easing pov.erty; 
either he did not consider it a very prestigious move, or the appoint
ment w as not germane. to his autobiographical t):ıeme . of unfulfilled 
ca~eer potential. On the r~organization .of the _Egyptiaıi tı:eaşUfy 
iri 1016/ April1608, his post and hi~ revenue .as a s.a:tyane b~ği were 
botlı lost, obliging :ıınn to retun to lst.anpul i~ pentiry, Tlıe text sug
gests that during this period. Ökçuzaçle was şq d~sponde.nt .that he 
made the pilgrin:ıag~ to Mecca in the he>pe _that .jt would brin.g .~b.ôut 
an improvement in .his fortuı,ıe. As other. sources' fail to mention 
this, and he is nowhere called lıacı))t may be that.this JQurney ~as 
made in. spirit ı:ather than in faci31• Returning from Egypt at· ~he 
height of the Celali reyoltş and i)..t_ the. b~ginning of th~ seco.p.d me§i
hat ~f Hoc;aiade Mehmed, Okçuzade ~pent -~~v:e_tal years ·~ a · pro:
fessionaı wilderness öppressed by a s ense of disorder and corrup~on32• 

W ith o.ne short but. ~ignificant. break, S.adeddin~s . sons monopo
lized the office of §eyhülislam.for 17 years; from 160? to 1625. As a 
partisan of the wrong faction, Okçuzade's chances of preferment 
were slight .. Uı:;ı.successf~l. ~ a bi d for the _post of r.eisülküt(;ab, _he 
grudgingly._ accepted,. some. tirn~ - -~round :16.20, an offer ~f the ~~w 
'demeaning' po~t of defter errıini) which he . took to be a calcula:t~d 
İJ?S~t. It was no ~-~ubt .a combinat~on .of !inancial. difficulty and ~he 

30 On bhe office of Mtsr defterdaı:ı and ·the salyane beğleri in Egypt, see 
Stanford J. Shaw, T.he fiııatıcia~ and. admtn.istrative organization and deve-ı<>p~ 
ment of Ottoman Egypt, 1517-1798. CPrincetoıi 1962), 184-88, 338-4o:· For. Mus
tafa Ali's views; see· Fleisch~r, Biırıiaucrat and: inÜllecttial, İıiı-14; ancİ Andreas 
Tietze; Müstafa Ali's Descriptiôn .of Oairo af 1599. ~'Vieİına 1975), 57. 

31 A closef study of the· ıetters In his miih.§~at (perliaps· to "the Şerif of 
Mecca ?) may, however, -dlsprove this. Alter~atively, his 'journey' may ·have 
been an intellectual foray, resulting in -his hadis compllation. 

32 Dı.ınişm.~nd, Kronoloji V, 329, has Okçuzade seı·ving as ~işancı _for some 
10 ınonths in 1022/1613-14. Neith~r Ata'i no~ Okçuzade himself mention. this 
a:ppoinbnent; howeveı·, if Ata'i is not in error in attrlbuting to Okçuzade five 
periods as 1ıişancı, then this brief ·tenure must presumably be counted. 
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desire to re-enter the professional arena which induced his accep
tance. A general burst of activity in advance of Osman II's P.olish 
campaign of 1621 led to his ·brief reinstatement as ni§ancı- 'the post 
in which I proved myself twenty years previously'33 - to upheaval 
and· expense· in . preparation for the march, and in 'unwarranted' 
dismissal (again attributed to factionalism) after only three months 
service. 

Okçuzade's final professional appointment coincided exactly 
with tiıe significant break in tenure of the office of şeyhüli.slam. 
The depasition and death of Osmaiı II brought down temporarily 
the latter's father-in-law Hocaiade Esad, and· some of İıis followers. 
Throughout the second. sultanate of Mustafa I (May 1622 - Sep
tember 1623) Okçuzade 'occupied the post of ni§ancı in. the wake 
of his long-standing friend and patron Yahya succeeding to that of 
şeyhülislam. 'Although he ·survived . in office '!ong enougiı to com
pose an official cülusna:nıe announcing the accessian of Murad rv~4 , 

Okçuzade was again ilismissed shortly after Hocazade Esad's re
appointmeııt in October 1623. Iİis remaining years were spent in 
retirement. · · 

For a man ·of acknowledged epistolary skills, the office of 
nişancı was the official position which ought to ·have offered 
greatest scope for exercise of this talent. However, Okçuzade's 
feelings towards it vacillated between spirited defence of 'the 
apogee of a skilled profession' against the interference of Sadeddin, 
~d despair at the 'crushing fatigue and ·coinplete Iack of 
profit' which it offered3

ij. In what were effectively three terms as 
nişancı in the 24 years from 1599 to 1623, he served at most a total 
of four years in the post. Turnover in the three top chancery 
posts - ni§anc·ıJ r_eisüZkütta1f and defter emini - was ·brisk. Tw~nty 
appointments had been made to the ni§an'cılık in the 42 years since the 
end of Celalzade's atypical 23-year term in 1557, and Okçuzade's 
own appointment in 1599. Average tenure was about two years, 
but in some instances considerably less30• How far this was a ques-

33 Münşe'ilt-ii '1-iıışii, 4a. Baııbakanlık Arııivi, ·Kamil Kepect tasnifi 257, 86: 
a.ppoinbnent dated 4 Cemaziyülahlr 1030/26 April 1621. 

34 Mii.nşe'iitii. 'l-iıı§tl, 43b-44a. 
35 Mü.ıışe'iitii 'l-in§ii, 4a. 
36 Mii?ışe'iitii 'l-hışa, 2a, for Okçuza;de bel.ng resigned to short tenure. 
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tion of şatisfying the career aspirations of as many senior seribes 
as possible, and how far it was a result Df wider political pressures 
is ~certain. In Okçuzade's case, the latter seems a clear deter
minant, for his periods in and out of office between 1596 and 1601 
bear· a suspiciously close correspondence to those of Ibrahim Paşa 
as grand ye~ra7-. Similarly, appointment in later years coincided 
for the most part with brief pe!iods when the 'Hasan Canzadeler' 
were in disfavour. Okçuzade's antipathy to Sadeddin's successors 
was thus not an objection to the factional system itself, but to its 
lengthy ·dominance ·by a group to which he became increasingly 
hostile. He accepted as natural the 'well-merited' patronage of Ib
rahim Paşa or şeyhülislam Yahya w hi ch worked in his favour. 

The three ni.§ancıs in office betvieen ],604 and · 1621 sez=ved 
reasoııably secın·e appoiııtments of nine, four, and three-and-a-half 
years · respectively. Su?h relatively sta:ble tenure (whilst that of 
other offices such as grand vezir and baş defterilar remained 
chaotic by· comparison) ~s may be accounted for in part by the 
influence of the Hasan Canzadeler. Okçuzade's 'deliberate' exclusion 
from chancery office during this periüd may suggest that the ni
şancı!ılt was then virtually in the gift of the head of the learned 
hierarchy; his immediate re-appointment during the meşihat of 
Yahya (1622-23) supports this notion. If so, this points also tü the 
declining prestige of the nişarıcılık. 

This ·~oss of prestige is not necessarily to be equated with a 
decline in the competence or commitment of individuals. Indeed, 
Okçuzade an.d his nişarı.cı contemporaries Hamza Paşa and Hükmi 
Hasan each sought with some degree of ·success to maintain a high 
level of competence during the period e. 1600-2530

• Recom.m.enqmg 
in his autobiography a form of entrance examination to test ~he 

37 Dani§mend, Kronol<ıji V, 25-27. Ct. also Mustafa Selani.il:i, Ta1rih, Top
kapı Sarayı, Bag-dat 202, 176b, 179b for Okçnznde.'s demotion to <lefter emin·i 
in 1597 and ·his ll.nks wltlı Thr<i.him Paşa. 

38 Cf. Danişmend, Kronoloji . V, for all these posts. 

39 M. T. Gölcbilgin, 1Ni§ancı', İA 9, 301; for Hamza Çelebi/Paşa, ni§ancı 
158ı, 1592-96, 1598-99, and 1601-4, see Dani.:ımend, K1'0ııo!oji V, 321-28; for 
Hükmi Hasan, see Dani~meud, Kronoloji V, 329, and Resmi, Halifetii 'r-rii!esci, 28. 

·.~-
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grammatical and literary knowledge of the aspiring katib, Okçuzade 
showed a clear concern for the ·maintenance of · hig:;ı seribal stan
dards at all levels40• The chief problem was one not of ability ·but 
of authority. Although in kanunname ceremonial terms, the ni§ancı 
retained his dignity and privileges into the 18th century,· in practical 
terms, : by 1600 his position was being undermined by . insecure 
tenure and his prestige usurped by the rising influence of the de 
facto head of the chancery, the reisülküttab. The official priorities 
of the reis were historically of a more routine managenal nature 
than those of the ni§ancı: As the central chancery ·became larger 
and more complex, increased attention would have had to be paid 
to mere control and efficiency; this in turn raised the standing of 
the reis, and te~ded towards the greater isolation of the ni§ancı 
as figureh.ead. The altered significance between the two· posts .may 
be seen in the career of Hükmi Hasan, who was a:p.pointed 1·eis in 
1614, rıi§anc·ı in 1618, and thereafter on two( ?) occasions reis; and 
in Okçuzade's willingness to seek the post of reis in the Iate 1610s . 

. Such 'demotion' would have been unthinkable for most 16th cen
tury nişancıs. 

An equally significant element in the declining prestige of the 
ni§ancı a:ppears to be that of the lesser dema:nds upon him of 
chancery inşa. By 1600, his predecessors' very success in . building 
up a large body of stylistic exemplars had left the official münşi 
a much reduced scope for originality. In epistolography as in other 
pureiy literary genı·es, it was· ·not the competent ·follower .but 
the creative developer who earned repute. Tiıus, once the principal 
elepıents of chancery inşa ·had ·been established, there w as · İess 
opportunity to ·make a İ:ıame as a sty~ist in this sphere. Moreover, 
an enlarged chancery ·with more than a century. of seribal tradition 
behind it, and with a nurirber of experienced senior küttab in its 
ranks, had acquired a corporate momentum which disguised the 
contributions of individuals and made it less important for the 
ni§ctnci himseİf to be unusually skilled W: inşa. After Okçuzade's 
final period of office, few nişancıs were appointed for their stylist.ic, 
or indeed for their scribal . competence: Thus, while not underesti
mating the im portance of changes in the legal ·and other aspects 

40 Miinşe'iitii. 'l-iıl§ii, 5a, 5b. 
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of the rıişancı's role, it appears significant that the influence and 
prestige of the nişancılık stood highest i:ı:ı the Iate 15th and early 
16th centuries during the development of an imperial chancery 
idiom-to match the state's rising self-esteem, and stood much.lower 
in the early 17th century once the empire's style and confidence 
were · fully established, and the pressure to develop (as distinct 
from maintain) an _appropriate style was lessened. 

The distinctıon ·_ made here between public and private inşa is 
based upon the purpose for which a Jetter was written, whether it 
was· an official document produced in the service of central gov
er!J.ment, or whetlıer it was a personal communicatio:ı;ı betWeen 
acquaintan~es; . and upon whe~her it voiced state or indi~dual 

concerns. It is· not a distinctiol!- betwee~ the mürışiyan themselves. 
Indeed, it would be erron~ous to compare chancery inşa as the 
p~oduct of a -bureaucratic training and outlook with private inşa as 
tıie product of aiı ilmiye background, for both drew upon the same 
initial me(l,rese education. Many 15th-century nişancıs, including 
Cafer Çel~bi, were recruited directly from senior teaching posts, and 
for most -of the 16th century, those who rose to senior chancery 
posts· were m_edrese gradua~es at least; such training was virtually 
a sine qua non for promotion to nişancı, the müfti of kanun. Thus 
public inşa was based as much on an ilmiye background as was 
private epistolography. Okçuzade - with a medrese education, a long 
chancery career, and later comparability as a stylist with ulema 
writers- typifies this link. 

. . . 
. Asstiming that the demands of state f-ocuss~d attention on 

chancery inşc~ in the · earlier period, the . question remains of how 
and why the quieter tra-dition of private Jetters of ·Mesihi and 
others attained greater · prominence in the early 17th century. 
Okçuzade's ~ucc~s as an inŞa stylist was tlie outcome not merely 
of difficult professional 'cii-cumstances, but also -of" new develop
ments tİi İiterary taste. However, .with the principal exceptio~ of 
Nergisi's letters, few of the Iater mütı§eat collections -have been 
recentiy published or studied. The following remar"ks on the nature 
of the _genre, and of the_ reasons why it was so much appreciated, 
will therefore ne~d to ·be tested against the findings of future 
research. 
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The Ottoman love of literature· as a form of art and as a 
contribution to knowledge is here a basic assumption. Similarly 
taken for granted is the function· of literary style as an expressian 
of cultural values, .particularly in the case· of rhetorical prose. Re
cognition of this is fundamental to proper appreciatioıı of a literary 
work. Regrettably, however, . few Ottoman texts-including those 
in the major genre of historiography'-' have been analysed in a 
manner likely to elaborate upon these basic truisms. Miln§eat mec
muaları, which by definition contain the best stylistic examples - ie. 
the most · expressive of certain aesthetic ideals - ought to provide 
much information on this topicn. Moreover, lıigh amongst th~ 

practical uses of a mecmua, as of any literary composition, was its 
ability to demonstrate the author's cultural awareness, his · identity 
with the 'Ottoman way', his learning and i~ıtelligence- and, l?Y ex
tenısion, his suitablity for official employment: Okçuzade's letters 
when originally wdtt~n. and the later rrıecmua, woU.ld have been 
composed with one eye on literary n;ı.~rit and the other firmly on 
the pôssibility of fn!thering his ca:reer. The autobiographical intro
duction was not intended simply as gratuitous information, but as 
a reminder of his ~chievements and ·a plea. for · compensation .for 
perceived injustice. Whilst the rhetoric of Ottoman letters is not 
openly persu~ive, its c~ulative effect must have served the same 
e nd. 

Research ~ Ottoman literary history has tended to give. 
priority in virtua.lly all periods to the study. of divan poetry. This 
reflects the importance attached by the Ottom~ns th~mselves to 
an easily mem9.rized and readily quota:ble genre which, within its 
relatively limited st~ctural and canceptual paTameters, appeared 
particularly coherent, accessi:ble and p~rmanent, ımd which could be 
seeı:ı to per.petuate a d~stinct pre-Ottoman Islamic cultural tradi~lon. 
This is nowhere clearer than in the extensive t.ezkere-i şuara. bio~ 

graphical literature which direct ed . and simplif ied the work of von 
Han:ımer and Gibb, and thus set the course foi.· later research. How
~ver, the Ottomap.s attached considerable importance also to the. 

41 Cf. Walsh, 'The Esalibü '1-mekatib of MeJ:ımed NergisT Efendi', ~13, 

for the 'fallacy in neglecting one of the most specific and cıiaı·acteı=istic of the 
cultural activities of Ottoman civilizatlon'. · 
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development of a literary prose style, for use particularly in 
historiography . . It · is assumed that the composite 'Ottoman' as 
opposed to the simpler Turkish idiom was much influenced by· the 
practices of . chancery inşa~ and that by c. 1600 an appropriate 
literary language had been fashioned, sometimes said to . be 
symbolized by the style of Hoca Sadeddin's Tacü~t-tevarik42• That 
there was a close connection between prose and verse composition 
is indicated by ·the many instances of authors who wrote as naturally 
in one as in the other, and in the ease with w'hich in an ostensibly 
prose work, an author wouid glide effortlessly into and out of verse 
as an inherent part of the rhymed prose of the inşa style. However, 
it is ·perhaps in the use of _the term i'n-§a in its original meaning of 
epistolography rather than in its extended usage of literary rheto
rical prose that this relatioıiship between Ottoman prose and verse 
may best be e~lored. The phrase nazm~-inşada kamil, sometimes 
f~und in 16th eentury tezkere literature implying competence in 
verse and in the epistolographic style, occurs much more frequently 
for the 17~h and later centuries- stiggesting an especially close 
relatioİıship ·between thes~ two forms of artistic cömposition, and, 
oy analogy . with the p·oet's divan, one reason for the popularity 
of the stylist's mecmua. 

The literary mektub of the early 17th ·century has a number 
of outward similarities with the Ottoman gazel, and in some respects 
may be .regarded as its prose equivalent. Ottoman appreciation of 
the mektub as a literary form may have owed much to this rela
tionship. Both mektub and gazel are short - the gazel · ı4 or 15 
couplets at most, the mektub a mere .40 - 50 manuscript lines, on 
average; iıeither is thus of a length to .weary the recipient, but yet 
is sufficient to impart a clear message., Each ~s self-contained, and 
deals with a single theme; each is thei·efore a controlled exercise 
in refined expression. The lyric ga.zel conveys emotion, atmosphere, 
a philosophy of life; the mektub deals in courtesies·, feelings. and 
private circumstances. Both dwell larg~ly on personal -discomfort 
or inadequacy. In as far as a_letter may be occasioned more overtly 

. 42 This assumption needs to be tested against the fact that .the major 
17th century prose stylists (from Sadeddin onwaı·ds) were, as indicated above, 
members of the u!ema; Okçuzade with his seribal .training was atypical. 
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by a specific event - congratulations on appointment to high office, 
condolences . on the death of a · relative -.the purpose of a mektub 
may correspond more closely with that of a kaside than a gaul. 
However, since the mektub does not necessarily contain the lcaside's. 
'praise poem' overtones, nor is it always sent from petitioner to 
patron, it is perhaps with the · gazel that the literary meldub may 
best be compared. 

Obvious contrasts between the two ~orms lay in their methods 
of a:ppeal and of ap.preciation.' The divan poet sought to use the 
many associations arid nuances of a rather limited set of vocabulary 
to Create a pyramid of images SU,P.porting the central them~ in any 
one gazel - be this love, longing, power, or the ·season of the yeıı,.r3 • 
In contrast, ·the münş-i sought to use as wide a lex.ical r~nge for 
his central theme as his inventiveness and his dictionaries afforded. 
For Okçuzade, the ilmü)l-inşa was 'one of_ the ·12 noble bran~hes of 
knowl~dge, of recognized antiquity', and was to be pr~ferred abov~ 
poetry on the grouıids of tb~ greater skill required"". His test of the 
ability of the genuine stylist (hakiki münş-i) was the composition 
of . ten letters on the same theme, on the understanding that the 
fikrat .of one may not ·be repeated in aı:i.other; only if he produced 
ten original versions of equal elegance, fluency ·and intelligibility, 
may the writer be judged a true · münşi4$. Between poet and stylist 
there is, then, a marked contrast in the use of linguistic resources ;· 
each sought to improve upon the expressian of a central idea - but 
the. poeıt by reworking a limited vocabulary, and the stylist by, 
a:pparently, ranging as widely as possible through the lex.icon. 

In terms of appreciation, the gazel wııs accessible both through 
the ear by recitation in social gatherings, and through the eye by 
the ~ompilation of written divans. It needed t9 ·have ·both an orato-. . . . 

43 For study of vocabulary used in divan poetry, see W. G. Andrews, 
Poetry_'s voice, society1s song : Ottoman ly?'iç poetry ( Seattle 1983), pas sim. 

44 Münşe'atü '1-in'şa 5a, quoting Hvace-1 Cihan. For Otton'ıan kno,vledge 
of the late 15th century Persian epistolographic treatise, Menii~irü 'l-in§ii~ o'f 
Mahmud b. Şeyh Muhammed Gllani (Hvace-i Cüıan), see Christopher Ferrard, 
".r.l).e development of an Ottoman rhetoric up to 1882 : Pt . . II, . Contributions 
from outside the medrese', Osmanlı Ar~·ırmaları IV (1984), 19-.23. 

45 Münşe'atü '1-inşii; 5b. 
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ricalandan artistic appeal. The mektub, on the other h_and, appears 
to have been purely a written form for individual consumption, 
either by the original recipient or by later readers of a mecmua. 
It did not require the initial impact of spoken verse, but as a purely 
literary form was able to develop period and cadence in an alto.
gether dif.ferent rhetorical manner. The implications of this more 
complex yet leisured style for an understanding of the mind of the 
educated Ottoman elite of the 17th centm·y may be one of the more 
profitable aspects of study of the mün§eat collections. 

In short, gazel and mektub are both stylistic vi'gnettes. The 
poet's divan and the stylist's mün§eat was to each his 'collection 
of jewels'. The promotion and recognition of private epistolography 
in the 17th century may thus be seen as a prose counterpart to 
poetic practice. The mektub was, like the gazel, primarily a form 
of art, a display of virtuosity to be admired and savoured by the 
reader; only secondly was it a means of communication. This is not, 
however, to underestimate the original communicative function of 
the genuine (as opposed to the 'form') letters found in these col
lections, nor to ignore the information provided on the pracUcal 
as·pirations and the particalar -circumsta.nces of their authors. For 
the early 17th century, the content of Okçuzade's letters and those 
of his five fellow contributors to şeykülislam Yahya's compilation 
will provide an insight into the ulema network to complement the 
basic biographica.l details given by Ata'i and Şeyhi. A study of who 
wrote to whom, when, why and on what topics, is a. line of enquiry 
which, quite apart from any liter~ry considerations, will contribute 
to the understanding of cultural patron~ge and social values. 


